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Our work is devoted to application of multidimensional index

structures for NetFlow records processing.

1 NetFlow

NetFlow[1] is a technology, developed by Cisco Systems Inc., for mon-

itoring network traffic. It presents network traffic as flows.

A flow is identified as unidirectional stream of packets between given

source and destination - both defined by network-layer IP address and

transport-layer source and destination port number.

A flow record provides information (a set of attributes) about an

observed IP flow (see fig. 1 for example).

Number of attributes depends on NetFlow version (average is 15 -

20). NetFlow version 9 introduces flexibility in grouping flow attributes

and currently predefines 89[2] types of attributes.

NetFlow records analysis includes gathtering statistics and finding

interesting network activity by performing queries to set of flows.

Usually only small subset of attributes is affected by the queries.

Often these queries contains interval searching conditions.

It is also important to note nonuniform distribution of records by

value of the attributes.

2 Motivation

Huge disk space is crucial for processing flows, because typically ones

need to process several millions of flows at a time.



Description Length (bytes)

Source IP address
Destination IP address
Next hop router‘s IP address
Ingres interface SNMP ifindex
Egress interface SNMP ifindex
Packets in the flow
Octets (bytes) in the flow
SysUptime at start of the flow
SysUptime at end of the flow
Layer 4 source port number or equivalent
Layer 4 destination port number or equivalent
Cumulative OR of TCP flags
Layer 4 protocol
IP type-of-service byte
Autonomous system number of the source
Autonomous system number of the destination
Source address prefix mask bits
Destination address prefix mask bits
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Figure 1: NetFlow version 5 record attributes

Typically captured flows are stored on disk sequentially, in order of

their observation.

It is quite obvious that queries can be speeded up by indexing flow

records in some way.

3 Data structures overview

We are interested in data structures that use external (slow) memory.

In this case query processing time significantly depends on accessing

rate to external memory.

Most widespread data structures are one-dimensional. These struc-

tures use only one key attribute.

One-dimensional data structures still can be used for multi-

dimensional queries, but they do not fit this task as well as multi-

dimensional data structures.



Mulit-dimensional data structures can be divided into two groups:

• First group of structures use mapping of N-dimensional space to

one dimensional space;

• Second group of structures use distribution of points (or their ap-

proximations) between multidimensional domains.

Most popular multidimensional data structures suffer from dimen-

sionality growth, which leads to poor performance. This phenomenon

is called ”curse of dimensionality”.

For the majority of multidimensional data structures processing data

with 15 - 20 number of dimensions, leads to performance worse than

using sequential record processing.

Following methods[3] can help to cope with ”curse of dimensional-

ity”:

• data approximation, which helps to increase density of data;

• query approximation allows to fetch data with some sort of error

in result;

• perform queries with group of low-dimensional data structures,

which show good results;

• hybrid data structures.

4 Requirements for data structures for indexing flow

records

• processing huge data sets;

• indexing data without performing any kind of prior analysis;

• effective processing of range queries;

• acquire exact result without an error;

• effective processing queries with conditions that cover subset of

attributes;



• high performance search in the event of nonuniform distribution of

points;

• sufficient indexing speed for 15 - 25 dimensionality;

5 Examined data structures

• One-dimensional data structures:

– inverted B-tree [4]

– hashing [5]

• Multi-dimensional data structures:

– Hashing:

∗ grid-file [5]

∗ MOLPHE [5] (multidimensional linear hashing)

– Mapping:

∗ Pyramid technique[6]

∗ UB-tree [7]

– Sequential processing with approximation:

∗ VA-file[8]

∗ VA+file[9]

– Multi-dimensional bounding boxes:

∗ R-tree[10]

∗ R*-tree[11]

∗ PR-tree[12]

∗ SR-tree[13]

– Hybrid structures:

∗ X-tree[14]

– Multi-dimensional bounding boxes with approximation:

∗ IQ-tree[15]

∗ A-tree.[16]



– Partition data space by hyperplanes on each tree level:

∗ KDB-tree [3, 5]

– Group of low-dimensional structures:

∗ high-dimensional KDB-tree[17] (KDBHD-tree)

– OLAP-specific structures:

∗ DWARF [18]

∗ QC-tree [19]

6 Examined data indexing software

• BerkeleyDB (B-tree, hash)[20]

• libgist (GiST)[21]

• GiMP (Generalized multidimensional data mapping and query

processing)[22]

• HnSRTree (the SR-tree library)[23]

• eXtremeDB (B-tree, R-tree)[24]

• PostgreSQL (GiST, GiN)[25]

• Spatial Index Library (R*-tree, MVR-tree (PPR-tree), TPR-

tree)[26]

7 Conclusion

None of examined data indexing software tools completely suites our

needs.

Among all examined data structures A-tree seems to be the most

suitable data structure for indexing NetFlow records, because it provide

high performance in case of high-dimesional data.



8 Current work

Currently we are working on A-tree implementation which is adapted

to process NetFlow data.

We have planned number of considerable modifications that can im-

prove A-tree performance. Further tests will show their influence on

performance.
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